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MV40 Section Repair Mold System
For OTR tire size 27.00R49 to 37.5 x51
Repairs up-to 12” injury on Bias tires  
Up-to 18 cables on Radial tire
Up to 24” x 24” patch (61 cm x 61cm)













INSPECT HEAT PADS  
To maximize the shelf life of your Heat Pads and Air 
Bags we recommend regular visual inspection 
before each use.

On HEAT PADS look for any sign of mayor deteriora-
tion, like long cracks or bent surfaces where the 
heating element or coils are exposed, if this is the 
case, we recommend you cease to use the heat pad.

PROTECT HEAT PAD
Often damages to the heating element and plug are 
caused by pulling the heat pad by the cord, which is 
why VULCAN VULCAP  developed  the  HEAT  PAD  
COVERS,  they  come  with  handles  specifically 
made  to  pull  the  heat  pad  away  from  the tire  and 
avoid  pulling on  the cord,  

VULCAN VULCAP HEAT  PAD COVERS not only  pro-
tects  the heat  pad  and extends the shelve life by 
20% they also provide a smoother more evenly cure 
texture for better results. 

Before reusing the HEAT PAD, we recommend to 
test and verify the continuity of the heating element 
and with a multimeter than pre heat to no more than 
100F and ensure that the HEAT PAD is heating 
evenly,  Once your visual  and heating element test-
ing is done you can then  safely proceed to use the 
HEAT PAD as usual, remember to always heat your 
heat pad to the curing temperature only once 
mounted.



INSPECT AIR BAGS
On AIR BAGS look for any irregularity on the surface of the AIR BAG such as: punctures, 
loose thread, or broken fabric and/or cords.

Fill with 10 PSI and inspect for any air leakage, pay close attention to any hissing sound as 
this might be a sign of air leakage.
Check the condition of the coupling and verify the air tightness, coupling base should look 
in good condition and feel firm, if you feel the coupling base is loose please contact us to 
re-order.

Always avoid pulling the air bag by the coupling as it may break the base and cause the air 
bag to malfunction. 

If you notice that your equipment, tools, heat bags or air bags are malfunctioning, deterio-
rating or simply stop working contact us at vulcanize@vulcanvulcap.com

Heat Pad Covers
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PORTABLE VULCANIZING
System
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VVT1616HCV  COVER FOR THIN HEAT PAD 16"X16"
VVT2010HCV  COVER FOR THIN HEAT PAD 20"X10"
VVT2424HCV COVER FOR THIN HEAT PAD 24"X24"
VVT2621HCV  COVER FOR THIN HEAT PAD 26"X21"
VVT2828HCV COVER FOR THIN HEAT PAD 28"X28"
VVT3217HCV  COVER FOR THIN HEAT PAD 32"X17"
VVT3636HCV COVER FOR THIN HEAT PAD 36"X36"
VVT4220HCV COVER FOR THIN HEAT PAD 42"X20"
VVT6020HCV COVER FOR THIN HEAT PAD 60"X20"
VVT7824HCV COVER FOR THIN HEAT PAD 78"X24"
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